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Student Responses

What did you like most about this course?
i love introspective courses and i found myself thinking long and hard about how i view the world and seeing how my thoughts 

aligned with those of the philosophers we studied.

Very informative, teacher was excellent and engaged with the class, for a first year teacher overall impressive performance.

Very in depth and concentrated. Went by the book a lot but still managed to incorporate everydayness

The professor was personable.

The first half of the course provided a strong foundation for the second half. When we began talking about politics and emotion 

simultaneously, everything came together like the final brush stroke on a painting. Everything taught was explained in a way that 

seems apparently true yet deeply informative.

Learned a lot every class. Conversations were always very interesting

How could this course be improved?
perhaps 2 meeting a week instead of 1. we often ran out of time before we could really jump head first into really thoughtful 

discussion.

The only possible improvement would be to drop hints of what is to come in the second half of the course during the first half. 

Once the second half came around, everything fell into place. I'd have loved to know how we would connect to the political topics 

introduced later, but perhaps that is just me putting the cart before the horse.

Not sure- class covered history of philosophy as well as its application to present day events

Needs more homework in order to get a better understanding of what's going on. Sometimes reading isn't enough- I guess

More grades could be offered. The only grades are for the weekly blog post, midterm, and final. If you get a midterm or final essay 

question wrong you could probably fail the class.

Additional Comments and suggestions.
i enjoyed this course and i would definitely take other courses from professor Leib.

Professor Leib is such an asset to the department in that he works within a niche area of contemporary philosophical thought that 

rests at the intersection of the analytical continental divide in philosophy as well as in the corner of political philosophy. This 

intersection seems to energize students with a motivation to learn interdisciplinary.

I appreciated being held accountable for my inaccurate assessments of my own capabilities. It was refreshing.

Great course- enjoyed the turn into phenomenonology the end

Great class, thanks for a great semester, hope to see you in the spring
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